COMEDY!

Saturday, December 14

Doors open at 7:30 pm with pre-show wine and snacks
Show at 8 pm
Elegant dessert reception at 9 pm

Featuring
Mark Schiff

Standup comedian, Mark Schiff, has headlined at all the major casinos in Las Vegas and Atlantic City, as well as clubs across the country and has appeared many times on both The Tonight Show and Late Night with David Letterman. Mark has had both HBO and Showtime specials, and has been the featured act at the Montreal Comedy Festival. He has also written for and guest starred on Mad About You and writes articles regularly for The Jewish Journal.

Mark is currently on tour with Jerry Seinfeld. His new project is the play, MARRIED PEOPLE that he has co-written with Steve Shaffer. His first play, The Comic, ran in Los Angeles for 10 months and played at The Aspen Comedy Festival.

Tickets: $30 in advance. $40 at door
Register at agudath.org/events.

Opening Act
Eli Lebowicz

“Mark Schiff is one of the funniest, the brightest, the best stage comics I have ever seen.”
—Jerry Seinfeld

“...if you can get him, I would do it, because there is nobody funnier...”
—Paul Reiser

Sponsored by Claire Akselrad and family
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Services

Monthly Schedule

Friday, December 6
Erev Shabbat Service ........................................ 4:10 pm

Saturday, December 7
Shacharit ......................................................... 9:15 am
Shabbat Meditation ........................................ 9:30 am
4s Shabbat ...................................................... 11 am
Mincha/Talmud Study/Maariv/Havdalah ................... 4:05 pm

Friday, December 13
Erev Shabbat Service ........................................ 4:10 pm
Shabbat in PJs ................................................... 5:30 pm

Saturday, December 14
Shacharit ......................................................... 9:15 am
Mincha/Talmud Study/Maariv/Havdalah ................... 4:05 pm

Friday, December 20
Erev Shabbat Service ........................................ 4:15 pm

Saturday, December 21
Shacharit ......................................................... 9:15 am
Mincha/Talmud Study/Maariv/Havdalah ................... 4:05 pm

Saturday Schedule

Services begin ..................................................... 9:15 am
(When B’nei Mitzvah) ........................................ 9 am
Torah Study Group ............................................ 9 am
Shabbat Meditation (per monthly schedule) ........... 9:30 am
Torah Reading Chug (twice a month, ages 9-12) ... 10:15-11 am
Torah for Tots (ages 0-4) .................................... 11 am
Shabbat Friends (twice a month, grades K-2) ........ 11 am
Jr Congo (grades 3-6) ........................................ 11 am

Candle Lighting Times

Friday, December 6 .............................................. 4:11 pm
Shabbat ends, Saturday, December 7 ................. 5:21 pm
Friday, December 13 ............................................ 4:11 pm
Shabbat ends, Saturday, December 14 ............... 5:21 pm
Friday, December 20 ............................................ 4:14 pm
Shabbat ends, Saturday, December 21 ............... 5:24 pm
Friday, December 27 ............................................ 4:18 pm
Shabbat ends, Saturday, December 28 ............... 5:28 pm

Daily Services

Mornings
Monday & Thursday .......................................... 6:45 am
Tuesday, Wednesday, & Friday ......................... 7 am
Sunday Talmud Study ......................................... 8:15 am
Sunday Shacharit .............................................. 9 am

Evenings
Sunday-Thursday ............................................. 7:30 pm
Friday (see schedule)

All program information is subject to change.
Get up-to-date information at agudath.org

facebook.com/CongregationAgudathIsrael
linkedin.com/company/Congregation-Agudath-Israel
instagram.com/Congregation-Agudath-Israel
On these High Holy Days, we stand as a community before God for judgment — facing the ultimate questions: Where have we been? What have we done? In what ways must we strike out on a new path?

As our beloved associate rabbi, Ari Lucas, explained on the Shabbat prior to Rosh Hashanah, the Satan — not Satan as depicted in the Christian tradition, but a "prosecuting attorney" of our souls on trial — seeks to convict us in God's eyes.

Facing off against the Satan is our Shaliach Tzibur, our Melitz Yosher, our Advocate On High.

For 60-plus years, here at CAI, on the High Holy Days, our Shaliach Tzibur par excellence, our Melitz Yosher, our Advocate On High.

For 60-plus years, here at CAI, on the High Holy Days, our Shaliach Tzibur par excellence, our Melitz Yosher, has been the irreplaceable Nat Taubenfeld z”l,

Naftali Alter Ben Shmuel Pinchas HaCohen.

Nat’s davening voice was not only powerful, it was authentic. Its nusach touched our souls; its message registered with the Almighty on our behalf.

On the Friday before Rosh Hashanah, from his hospital bed, Nat told me, "Rabbi, I have never missed a Rosh Hashanah — not due to anti-Semitism in my native Poland, not during the Holocaust within Siberia’s labor camps. Nothing could keep me away."

This year, Nat’s body passed away erev Rosh Hashanah, but his uniquely powerful soul ascended into Olam Haba (God’s Hereafter), as our Melitz Yosher came face-to-face with the Kadosh Baruch Hu (The Holy One).

My text for this eulogy is the Avinu Malkeinu prayer, pleading on our behalf to God on high.

The Talmud (Ta’anit 25b) tells us that Rabbi Akiva prayed with the words "Avinu Malkeinu" on behalf of the Jewish people, and his prayers were accepted. Our sages added to Akiva’s list of supplications forming this pivotal section of the High Holy Day Machzor.

I want to emphasize three of the Avinu Malkeinu’s bakashot, prayer requests, that Nat delivered on our behalf year after year in an unparalleled manner.

The first is: "Avinu Malkeinu chatanu lefanecha" “O God, we are all imperfect; we need to accept our sins and do better in the year ahead.” Nat’s remedy for the imperfections among the Jewish people was to create an extraordinary mishpocha as a role model to us all.

As Nat told everyone, “Our neighbors in Florida envied Bea and me because our children never left us alone during our medical challenges. They came to Florida in shifts, week after week.”

With love, Bea joined with Nat as they became the matriarch and patriarch, the loving and beloved grandparents, of the davening core of our shul. They have given us limitless love and affection: kvelling at our simchas, crying with us at times of sorrow.

Nat and Bea will always remain as a CAI model couple of marital devotion and the creation of an extraordinary mishpocha.

The second “bakashah” in Avinu Malkeinu, which Nat uttered so effectively on our behalf, is Avinu Malkeinu bateil machshavot so’neinu” “O God, thwart the plans of those who seek to harm the Jewish people.”

Like his revered father, and like other members of the extended Taubenfeld family, Nat, a Holocaust survivor, was 100 percent devoted to protecting the well-being of Israel and of Jews throughout the world.

(continued on page 7)

“Nat was a beloved fixture in our shul life, our ultimate lay davener and “minyannaire,” our primary gabbai for over 60 years! He was a gabbai par excellence, with love and lollipops, with Torah comments and, yes, with corrections of my rabbinic sermons, always offered with a smile and a gleam in his eye.”
Improving communal discourse through havruta

There is such a robust culture of learning at Congregation Agudath Israel; on any given day, there are tens of adults learning somewhere in the building. Rabbi Silverstein and Susan Werk have built an incredible program with dynamic offerings for people of “every age and every stage” of life and Jewish learning. Other dynamic educators and lay leaders have contributed immensely to the adult education offerings of our shul.

I have thoroughly enjoyed my first few forays into teaching in this community. Last year, I taught classes on the topics of Shabbat, the book of Joshua, and miracles, among others.

This year, I wanted to try something a little different. Rather than teaching a class on a particular topic, I decided to teach a class on a traditional Jewish style or method of study known as havruta — or study in pairs. Rather than learning about a subject, we’re learning how to learn with a friend or partner. The method is relatively straightforward — two people come together, ideally in person — to read a text and strive to understand it. This form of study presumes that we can learn as much from our peers as we can from our teachers. In partner learning, there is more time to explore and unpack your partner’s point of view — to ask for clarification about their ideas or allow the conversation to meander to other topics. When a beit midrash is filled with the din of conversation, the texts of our tradition come to life through the lived experience of the students who engage with them.

It seems to me that havruta learning is an important antidote to much of the breakdown in communication we see in contemporary society.

• It grounds students in a shared language: the text. In order to make an argument, one must explain how that idea expresses itself in the shared text. Even if one is arguing against the text or disagreeing with a perspective encountered in it, both students have a shared set of information and facts to work with. Because it is a sacred text, it keeps us grounded and connected to a common set of words and ideas. In public discourse these days (if such a thing still exists), people come to discussions with their own facts and their own opinions and leave entirely unchanged by the people with whom they engage. In havruta study, that’s not an option.

• It’s done face to face; students can see the reaction of their study partner in real time. Is he confused? Is she upset by something I said? It’s harder to go off on a self-righteous rant when I have to deal with the consequences of the effects of that rant on the person sitting across from me. Especially if I already trust and respect this person, I’m obligated to consider his/her reaction to my comments. The assumption is that his or her opinion matters to me and vice versa.

• It makes us sharper. The Talmud describes havruta partners as two swords that sharpen each other. Students have to explain their positions to one another. In the process they will often object to the other’s interpretation or offer a different perspective. This gives the students a chance to revise or reconsider their positions. Often there’s no one right answer as to the meaning of the text, so the goal of this exchange is not to convince the other, but rather to strive to express oneself in a compelling way.

• In this era of increasing social isolation, the philosophy of havruta demands that people exchange ideas with friends and community members and in doing so draw closer to them. We live in the most “connected” time in history, and yet people feel more and more alone. Torah study is a way to form connections in a genuinely gratifying way.

I believe Judaism offers us opportunities to live good and meaningful lives in community with one another. I hope the skills learned while studying in havruta will help improve communal discourse and respect for our fellow human beings. A truly wise person is one who learns from all people (Pirkei Avot 4:1). I’m grateful to the students who have agreed to try this experiment in Jewish learning, and I look forward to learning from them and you in many opportunities to come.

“The Talmud describes havruta partners as two swords that sharpen each other.”
CAI’s devotion to the State of Israel and to local and overseas Jewish causes remains a testimony to the values Nat instilled within us.

The last of the three “bakashot” I want to emphasize is “Avinu malkeinu bateil mei’aleinu kol g’zeirot kashot” “O God, thwart any harsh decree against us.”

Nat’s remedy to aid in this generic plea was to build an exemplary local Jewish community here in the Caldwells.

Nat was a beloved fixture in our shul life, our ultimate lay davener and “minyannaire,” our primary gabbai for over 60 years! He was a gabbai par excellence, with love and lollipops, with Torah comments and, yes, with corrections of my rabbinic sermons, always offered with a smile and a gleam in his eye.

Nat was a revered CAI past president and a major ba’al tzedakah (philanthropist). He donated generously to meet our needs even before we thought to ask.

As one among countless examples: When Rabbi Ari Lucas was hired to be my associate and then successor, even before we launched our Two-Rabbi Founders Society, Nat donated $5,000, saying, “We must support our new rabbi-to-be.”

Nat was always seeking ways to make CAI into the best shul possible. In most recent years, it was Nat and Bea who came forward to help sponsor such concerts as Rick Recht for Chanukah and the Six13 a cappella group for Yom Ha’atzmaut. Nat asserted, “Rabbi, I want to bring all ages together and to keep CAI on the map as a first-class synagogue, a synagogue of prominence.”

The Taubenfeld family has requested that donations in loving memory of Nat be sent to CAI into a new restricted Nat and Bea Taubenfeld Fund to keep Nat’s vision alive far into the future.

May the cherished memory of our beloved Nat Taubenfeld z”l remain as a source of blessing and inspiration to us all.

With profound love and admiration,
—Rabbi Alan Silverstein
I have mixed feelings about the expression “Stay in your lane.” In the context of swimming, staying in one’s designated lane is crucial so as not to interfere with other swimmers, especially if there’s a race going on. When driving, staying in one’s lane fulfills the demands — and the law — that govern responsible and safe driving. In the dictionary, “Stay in your lane” is defined as “Mind your own business” or “Keep moving straight ahead and don’t veer into someone else’s personal affairs.”

But it’s not always advisable to “stay in your lane.” When I am driving, there are times when I need to veer off from my lane to avoid an accident and — sometimes — when an animal appears in the road ahead of me. When I go on a hike with my dog Rimon, I try to stay on the path so I won’t lose my way, but sometimes I must leave the trail to maneuver around a fallen tree or other obstacle.

In our country, in the months of November and December, the emphasis is actually not on “minding our own business,” but on minding other people and their needs and on finding ways to help our community through social action. Opportunities to do this surround us: There are food drives, coat drives, gift drives, appeals for help in soup kitchens and other places that serve the needs of the less fortunate. Our system of ethical behavior, embodied by the performance of mitzvot, engages us in this kind of behavior. We embrace the concepts of tzedakah (doing righteous acts); Leket, Shich’chah, Peah (ensuring food for the poor); Lo ta’amod al dam rei’echa (Do not stand idly by when someone is endangered); and V’havta l’rei’echa kamocha (loving one’s neighbor). Let’s increase our desire to do good deeds to benefit our family, friends, and neighbors now and in the coming months — and even when we don’t have the constant reminders that come with the “holiday season.” We can increase the light of social action beyond the end of the year by refusing to “stay in our lane,” by veering into others’ way to provide care and help to our fellow human beings.

Chag Urim Sameiach! Happy Chanukah
—Susan Werk, Education Director
### EARLY CHILDHOOD CENTER

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thursday, Dec. 5</td>
<td>EXTENDED DAY FAMILY DINNER, 5:30 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wednesday, Dec. 11</td>
<td>ECC PARENTS’ WORKSHOP, 7:45 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friday, Dec. 13</td>
<td>SHABBAT IN PAJAMAS AND SWEATS, 5:30 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunday, Dec. 15</td>
<td>AL GALGALIM, 10 AM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thursday, Dec. 19</td>
<td>ECC FAMILY CHANUKAH PARTY, 7:45 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunday, Dec. 22</td>
<td>MENORAH LEGO FAMILY CHANUKAH PROGRAM, 9:30 AM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monday, Dec. 23</td>
<td>ECC CLOSED (EXTENDED DAY OPEN)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuesday, Dec. 24</td>
<td>ECC CLOSED (EXTENDED DAY EARLY DISMISSAL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wednesday, Dec. 25</td>
<td>ECC CLOSED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thursday, Dec. 26</td>
<td>ECC CLOSED (EXTENDED DAY OPEN)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friday, Dec. 27</td>
<td>ECC CLOSED (EXTENDED DAY EARLY DISMISSAL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monday, Dec. 30</td>
<td>ECC CLOSED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuesday, Dec. 31</td>
<td>ECC CLOSED</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### PRIMARY (K-2)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sunday, Dec. 1</td>
<td>RS CLOSED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saturday, Dec. 7</td>
<td>BREATHE IN A BLESSING, 11 AM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ELEMENTARY SCHOOL (GRADES 3-5)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sunday, Dec. 1</td>
<td>RS CLOSED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunday, Dec. 15</td>
<td>SUNDAY MORNINGS WITH RABBI LUCAS, 9:15 AM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunday, Dec. 22</td>
<td>MENORAH LEGO FAMILY CHANUKAH PROGRAM, 9:30 AM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuesday, Dec. 24</td>
<td>RS CLOSED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wednesday, Dec. 25</td>
<td>RS CLOSED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunday, Dec. 29</td>
<td>RS CLOSED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuesday, Dec. 31</td>
<td>RS CLOSED</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MIDDLE SCHOOL (GRADES 6-8)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sunday, Dec. 1</td>
<td>RS CLOSED</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

All program information is subject to change. Get up-to-date information at agudath.org.

---
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MONDAYS WITH RABBI MICHAEL JAY

RELATIONSHIPS AND FAMILY DYNAMICS IN THE BIBLE
10-11:30 am
Our forefathers and foremothers were not just holy people. They were real people living real lives. This course will look at the relationships and family dynamics of our biblical families. Were the family units strong? Were they loving? Were they dysfunctional? Can we learn about ourselves by looking at them? We will read the Torah stories with which most of us are probably already familiar and view our biblical heroes (even our G-d) in human terms.
Mondays, Dec. 2, 9, 16, 23, 30; Jan. 6, 13, 27; Feb. 3, 10, 24; March 2, 9, 16, 23, 30; April 6, 20, 27; May 4, 11, 18
Fee per class: $240, $120 for members

BEIT MIDRASH NIGHT WITH RABBI ARI LUCAS

More about form than content (though there will be plenty of content), this class will cover a few of Rabbi Lucas’ favorite texts on a variety of topics. In preparation for each session, you’ll need a havruta (study partner). You can choose your own, or we can pair you up. As a havruta pair, your responsibility is to connect on your own schedule, learn and discuss a source sheet mailed to you in advance (tools for beginners, intermediate, and advanced learners to prepare the texts will be provided), and come to class prepared to review the texts and discuss in a larger group.
Tuesdays, 7:45-9 pm, Dec. 3, 10, 17
Fee: $120, free for members

TUESDAYS WITH NANCY CAPLAN

CONVERSATIONAL HEBREW-ADVANCED BEGINNER TO INTERMEDIATE LEVEL, 9:15-10:15 AM
TEXT AND COFFEE: TORAH TEXT THROUGH MANY LENSES, 10:30-11:40 AM
Beginning with the book of Bamidbar, an exploration of Torah text with an eye toward how it can be interpreted by different, sometimes conflicting, approaches: from ancient to modern, from Jewish to other religions.
WHERE AND WHEN: JEWISH LAWS AND CUSTOMS — WHY DO WE DO WHAT WE DO?, 12:30-1:30 PM
FIRST SEMESTER: Tuesdays, Dec. 3, 10
Fee per class: $240, $120 for members

ROSH CHODESH WOMEN’S GROUP

In the monthly Rosh Chodesh Women’s Group, participants learn, share, and grow in a safe, loving environment. No prior knowledge of Hebrew or Torah needed, just the desire to learn and share with others. Led by Susan Werk, the group meets at 8 pm in private homes (unless otherwise noted).
Kislev: Tuesday, Dec. 3; Tevet: Thursday, Jan. 2; Shevat: Monday, Jan. 27; Adar: Wednesday, Feb. 26; Nisan, Women’s Seder at CAI: Wednesday, March 25, 7:45 pm; Iyar: Tuesday, May 5; Sivan: Tuesday, May 26

CLASSES WITH RABBI SILVERSTEIN

THE BOOK OF DANIEL, 10 AM
SELECTED ISSUES ON THE HOLOCAUST, 11 AM
Wednesdays, Dec. 4, 11, 18; Jan. 8, 15, 22; Feb. 12, 19; March 4, 11, 18, 25; April 1, 22, 29; May 6, 13, 20
CONTEMPORARY JEWISH THINKERS, MUSICIANS, AND ARTISTS, 9:30 AM
Thursdays, Dec. 5, 12, 19; Jan. 9, 16, 23, 30; Feb. 6, 13, 20; March 5, 12, 19, 26; April 2, 23, 30; May 14, 21
Fee per class: $240, free for members

MAKING THE TEXT RELEVANT WITH DEBBY MILLER AND MARILYN ROSE

JACOB’S ENCOUNTER: WRESTLING OR EMBRACING? SATURDAY, DEC. 14, FOLLOWING SERVICES
In this class, we will look at classical and contemporary art (written and visual) that illuminates the famous scene of Jacob wrestling with... an angel?... a man? ... himself?
The very ambiguity of the scene lends itself to personal response in art, poetry and midrash. We will explore ways of engaging with Torah through text and art, as participants, not JUST observers.

TEXT AND JEWISH POP WITH SUSAN WERK

An examination of Jewish topics that are revealed in contemporary TV and film, beginning with the phenomenon of “Shtisel” and moving into other Israeli and American productions, with traditional Jewish text supporting our conversations.
Thursdays, 10:30-11:45 am, Dec. 5, 12, 19;
A new class topic will begin in January.
Fee: $240, free for members

BOOK CLUB

DANIEL GORDIS: “WE STAND DIVIDED: THE RIFT BETWEEN AMERICAN JEWS AND ISRAEL”:
THURSDAY, DEC. 12, 12:30 PM
Discussion led by Rabbi Silverstein
Adult Education (continued)

REGISTER AT AGUDATH.ORG/EVENTS

TUESDAY MATINEE AT CAI: JEWISH FILM SERIES

“CROSSING DELANCEY”: TUESDAY, DEC. 17, 1 PM

Thirty-something Isabelle "Izzy" Grossman (Amy Irving) spends her time going from her tiny, solitary West Side apartment to her grandmother's (Reizl Bozyk) on the Lower East Side. In between, Izzy builds a glowing reputation at the swank bookstore where she works. While her grandmother plots to find her a romantic match, Izzy is courted by a married, worldly author, Anton (Jeroen Krabbé), yet can't seem to shake the down-to-earth appeal of Sam (Peter Riegert), a pickle vendor.

Screening of film followed by congregant-led discussion

WISE AGING

ORIENTATION FOR A NEW COHORT
TUESDAY, JAN. 7, 1:30-3:30 PM

Wise Aging is designed to meet the social, emotional, and spiritual needs of Jewish seekers ages 60-80. Natalie Peck and Debby Miller are trained facilitators who guide this group (limited to 12 people), a national program they have brought to CAI. Participants should be genuinely looking for a transformative experience to bring new meaning in their lives and willing to try new practices in that quest.

Wise Aging members engage in reflective work to reach new understandings about their lives, selves, values, and Jewish practices. Learning modes include text study, contemplative listening, mindfulness meditation, exercises, reflection, and journaling. The group will meet regularly to learn, share experiences, and acquire skills for making changes that will lead to a deeper sense of well-being.

Contact Susan Werk at swerk@agudath.org or 973-226-3600; visit Jewishspirituality.org for more information.

Register at agudath.org/events

CAI TRIP TO ISRAEL

FAMILY ISRAEL ADVENTURE LED BY RABBI ARI LUCAS AND SUSAN WERK

Aug. 16-28, 2020

Your senses will be filled with the life, smells, sounds and textures of modern Israel, along with an appreciation of our connections to our Jewish roots and biblical history. Arranged by ITC Tours LLC. Contact tour manager Yafa at yafa@israeltour.com or 973-535-2575. View itinerary at www.israeltour.com/cai/rlucas/swerk.

Contact Rabbi Ari Lucas or Susan Werk at 973-226-3600, or email Rabbi Lucas at alucas@agudath.org or Susan at swerk@agudath.org

TO THE
National Museum of American Jewish History

TO EXPLORE A NEW, SPECIAL EXHIBITION,
Notorious RBG

THE LIFE AND TIMES OF RUTH BADER GINSBURG

Sunday, Jan. 5, 2020
8 am — approximately 3:30 pm

The first-ever museum retrospective of the Supreme Court Justice-turned-pop-culture-icon, makes its east coast debut at the National Museum of American Jewish History through January 12, 2020.

Based on the New York Times best-selling book of the same name by Knizhnik and Irin Carmon, the visually rich and entertaining exhibition explores RBG’s legacy through archival photographs and documents, historical artifacts, contemporary art, media stations, and gallery interactives.

Travel to Philadelphia: Bus, subsidized by the Doris R. Werk College Youth Fund, will leave promptly at 8 am from CAI.
Cost: $25 per person; first come, first served
Registration will open soon.

Open to our Religious School and GOA families (11 years and older), CAI teens, and Adult Ed. Bring a bag lunch, snack will be provided. Special viewing of RBG documentary will take place on the bus ride.

Learn about the exhibit at www.nmajh.org.

All program information is subject to change. Get up-to-date information at agudath.org
Our school is committed to reflective practice — thinking deeply about our work, asking ourselves questions about what we have done, and refining our practices based on those conversations.

In the past few years, we have been thinking about literacy learning throughout the school and specifically for our fours, in the year before kindergarten.

A number of years ago, all of the pre-K teachers did a training on Handwriting Without Tears, learning how to support children in the foundations of their emergent writing. A few years ago, we added journal writing to our fours classes. And this year, we introduced our Literacy Lab.

All of these enhancements were carefully put in place to assure that our students go on to kindergarten with the skills and the confidence to be successful in their learning. Each of these additions was implemented in a manner that was in keeping with our commitment to developmentally appropriate practice, honoring children and acknowledging that children learn best through play.

The Literacy Lab is a place where students in our fours classes work in small groups on foundational literacy skills, including phonological awareness, oral language, concepts of print, phonemic awareness, and knowledge of the alphabet.

The room is designed to encourage children to work independently using different modalities; kinesthetic learning occurs through the use of the curriculum sounds in motion, visual learning through poems, tactile learning with loose parts and play dough, auditory learning through songs and rhyming.

Erica Negrin is our literacy specialist. Erica has been a teacher in our threes class and this year is excited to be taking on this new venture. Erica has a wealth of training and experience in the field. After completing her bachelor’s degree in elementary and special education and a master’s in early childhood and special education, she worked for five years as a special education teacher in an integrated co-teaching kindergarten classroom in New York.

Working with small groups of three or four children at a time has given Erica a chance to really assess each student’s skills and support them in building their confidence and targeting specific areas to strengthen their knowledge.

Throughout the year, the fours teaching team will have a chance to meet and reflect on what is going on in the Literacy Lab and how we can best prepare the children to become lifelong learners and lovers of reading.

Parents and teachers have already expressed enthusiasm about this new innovative program. We are proud once again to be breaking new ground as we develop new ways to encourage and support children’s learning.

---

Need Help with Your Mitzvah Project?

If you are working on a project and would like to publicize it to gain support from the congregation, email a description of your project (in 50-75 words), and the type of support you need, to education@agudath.org.
Shabbat in Pajamas
FOR NURSERY SCHOOL FAMILIES

Friday, Dec. 13, 5:30 pm: Child-friendly dinner
6 pm: Services with Susan Werk and Cantor Caplan

Adult Lounge and Conference Rooms.
No cost for the dinner.

RSVP required for planning purposes.
Email ecc@agudath.org.

Torah for Tots
FOR KIDS: Saturdays, 11 am
Shabbat friendly activities, games, plays, and more

AL GALGALIM (WITH PARENTS):
Sundays, per schedule, 10 am
Social Youth Group led by Adrienne Himmelberger

Join our Al Galgalim “Training Wheels” program
designed for families with Preschool age children.
Children will enjoy crafts, games and songs while
learning about the Jewish holidays and Shabbat.

All program information is subject to change.
Get up-to-date information at agudath.org

The CAI Gift Shop

Let us be your first stop for traditional and
contemporary Judaica and hostess, children’s, and
life cycle event gifts (Jewish and non-Jewish).

Our collections include items from

Yair Emanuel

The Gary Rosenthal
Collection

…and more! All at discounted prices
that benefit the CAI community.

Open by appointment.
Call Elaine Berger at 973-464-3850
or the office, 973-226-3600,
to arrange a visit.

All program information is subject to change.
Get up-to-date information at agudath.org
Celebrating the Two-Rabbi Founders Society

In August 2018, a new partnership between Rabbis Alan Silverstein and Ari Lucas marked the exciting start of an expanded rabbinic presence at CAI. For the first time in the synagogue’s nearly 100-year history, a second rabbi was added to its clergy team, highlighting the community’s commitment to its core religious mission.

This two-rabbi leadership model will remain a principal characteristic of the synagogue for years to come, pairing a highly experienced religious leader with a counterpart at the associate- or assistant-level. CAI’s capacity to build on its remarkable portfolio of programmatic, spiritual, educational, and social offerings is certain to flourish under this new leadership framework.

Making the initial shift to the two-rabbi paradigm required the support of all CAI members, whose dedication to the synagogue fueled our enthusiasm about the future. Twenty-nine families demonstrated their dedication by making philanthropic commitments as part of the Two-Rabbi Founders Society, which enabled the synagogue to undertake the expansion of its clergy team while continuing to invest in the areas that have made it a flagship center for Jewish life. These commitments made it possible to grow our programmatic infrastructure, fully empowering each member of our clergy team to teach, connect, inspire, and lead.

As we move through our second year as a two-rabbi congregation, we proudly recognize these generous families.

Elaine and Stuart Berger
Rachel and Adam Broder
Susan and Howard Bruch
Cantor's Discretionary Fund
Rabbi Silverstein’s Discretionary Fund
Judy and John Craig
Shani and Louis Drogin
Eric Edelstein
The Fertel Family Fund
Esther and Harry Kartus

Irwin and Blanche Lerner
Marsha and Michael Messer
Jayne and Victor Nhaisi
Carol and Harris Nydick
Mindy and Alex Opper
Sheryl and Sam Pearlstein
Mandi and Brett Perlmutter
Debbie and Scott Rosen
Alison and Stuart Rosenthal
Margie and Larry Samuels

Rachel and Paul Scherzer
Janice and Barry Schindler
Michelle and Adam Shandler
Amy and Ira Steinberg
Susan and Elliot Stupak
Beatrice and Nathan z’l Taubenfeld
Stephen and Wendy Weinstein
Gayle and Larry Wieseneck
Helene and Gary Wingens

Act 3 Concepts, LLC
Creative Products & Design

Whatever You Need Promotionally
• Tee Shirts  • Promo Websites
• Sports Bottles  • Bags
• Jackets  • Hats
• Towels  • Mugs
• Pens

973-865-5183-Phone
973-228-1036-Fax
cshap3@hotmail.com

Carole Heller Shapiro
President

LAUREN ILIYA PHOTOGRAPHY
Natural Light Photography
Portrait Mini Sessions
Small Parties • Head Shots
Bar/Bat Mitzvah Pre Shots & much more...

Lauren Kohlberg
973.610.4027

Instagram & Facebook @
Lauren Iliya Photography

MEMBER OF CONGREGATION AGUDATH ISRAEL

MEMBER OF CONGREGATION AGUDATH ISRAEL
Latkes, Love, & Listening: Communication Tips to Avoid Feeling Fahrklemt

You may be wondering what the connection is between latkes and communication. During the holidays, I always think about the togetherness of family and friends. We receive great pleasure from our warm, crispy latkes and our warm, crispy communications. But sometimes our communications become a little bit too crispy and we may feel we’ve been left on the frying pan a little too long.

How do our chats go from feeling good to not-so-good?

We’ve all been there. We’re having a nice chat with someone, and all of a sudden there is tension and discomfort, and everyone feels fahrklemt.

Distractions to conversation — The following is a list of culprits that interfere with warmth and closeness

**Tone of Voice** speaks much louder than our words. The biggest culprit here is usually anger. When the iron becomes hot, we naturally recoil from it.

**Yelling:** Resounding Mazel Tovs when the glass is shattered at a wedding? Joyful. Screaming at our children to get out of the road? Essential. Yelling in anger? Oy. None of us enjoys being the yeller or the yellee, so why do we do it? The answer I usually hear is: I don’t feel listened to. We all long to feel heard. Paradoxically, yelling has the opposite effect; it takes away our ability to relate, to think, to problem solve, to share feelings. We can no longer speak from the heart when anger, fear, and resentment loom large. And we may traumatize ourselves and our loved ones at the same time. More than one heart attack has been attributed to a loss of temper, and cowering away from anger leads us to depression, anxiety, drugs, and so forth because we feel at a loss to be able to soothe ourselves.

**Criticism:** “This dinner is delicious, thank you!” Good feelings. “Why don’t you cook like this every day? You’re never home! Remember back in July when you...,” etc. Not so much. This often launches us into attack/counterattack mode. Maybe it’s better to stop after appreciating the chicken.

**Name calling/labeling:** This one speaks for itself. Think feeling shamed. Think road rage.

**Lecturing:** Heading down this one-way street generally leads to eye rolling (visible or otherwise) and frustration for both parties. Stop at the stop sign, look both ways, and head down the nearest two-way street.

When we recite the brachah while lighting the candles on the Chanukiah, may our voices bring us together not only in harmony, but in emotional synchronicity so that we may feel together and nurtured. While munching on our tasty delights and recounting miracles, may our voices work with our ears, taking turns hearing, speaking, and loving.

Chag sameach!

— Andrea Malmud LCSW
CAI/JFS Zeller Family Social Worker
amalmud@agudath.org
Our community was honored to host Rabbi Michael Cohen of the Arava Institute for Environmental Studies in Israel for an inspiring Environmental Shabbat on Oct. 25-26. Rabbi Cohen is a longtime environmental activist, has served as president of the Reconstructionist Rabbinical Association, and cofounded the Green Zionist Alliance. He is a prolific writer and has written about the peace process, politics, and more.

The Arava Institute is located on Kibbutz Ketura, approximately 30 minutes north of Eilat in the Arava Rift Valley. It is an academic hub for those conducting research on the most pressing environmental concerns of the day. It has five transboundary research centers dedicated to the investigation and preservation of arid lands and their natural resources across the Middle East.

The Arava Institute serves as a “bridge for peace” in the Middle East, drawing students, scientists, politicians, collaborators, educators, and entrepreneurs, of all religious and political persuasions, from Israel, Palestine, Jordan, Morocco, and other locations, including the United States. Rabbi Cohen reminds us: “Environmental issues know no political borders.”

The Center for Sustainable Agriculture is working to conserve the Negev and Arava Valley’s rare and endangered plants and is engaged in the study of endangered medicinal herbs, the search for crops that can be grown in arid and saline soil, and investigation into raising plants on marginal lands suitable for the production of ethanol for bio-fuel.

The Center for Renewable Energy and Energy Conservation conducts research on energy policy, solar fuels, photovoltaic technologies, biomass, wind and solar thermal energy, and innovative building techniques to conserve energy in desert climates. It supports regional initiatives to test and launch small-scale renewable energy projects.

The Center for Transboundary Water Management provides a platform for regional water professionals and policy makers to cooperate in water conservation, desalination, wastewater treatment, and education. The open dialogue made possible by the center not only enables the flow of data but establishes lasting relationships built on trust and integrity between those who are responsible for the sustainable management of the region’s fragile water resources.

Rabbi Cohen shared the Torah’s environmental messages. The opening verses of Genesis not only tell of the creation of the earth, but speak of the importance of diversity and multiplicity. This applies to animals, people — and plants. Without biologic diversity, plants and crops are at risk for extinction. Regarding our relationship with the earth, he writes: “Humans were the last piece of the biological puzzle of creation. Being created last comes with immense responsibility in how we must care for all that was created before us. Our home is a small, fragile, magnificent oasis in the vastness of the universe. The Psalmist (24:1-2) writes, ‘The Earth belongs to the Lord, and everything on it.’ The Earth is on loan. When someone lends us something, we take special care of it.”

To learn more, visit arava.org or contact Rabbi Cohen at rabbimichael@friendsofarava.org. To join the action, join the CAI Environmental Committee!

Stay tuned for details about the Tu B’Shevat seder on February 10!

---

**Do a Mitzvah! Recycle at CAI!**

Deposit used batteries, toner and ink cartridges, and compact fluorescent light bulbs in the drop-off box at the bottom of the stairs leading to the religious school. Dr. Gerry Buchoff will bring all your items to the recycling center.

—CAI Environmental Committee
Sisterhood meeting needs

Congregation Agudath Israel is such a vibrant community. Just as CAI education director Susan Werk seeks to meet the needs of “all ages and stages,” CAI Sisterhood also strives to meet the needs of all ages and stages of women in our community.

We finished last year with two wonderful programs: Glassworks came to CAI and we made fused-glass mezuzahs, and a full table of CAI women honored Judy Levenstein for her continuing dedication to Sisterhood Shabbat at the Women’s League “Waikiki Luau.”

Last month, we had two amazing events. We planted flowers (for the second time) in connection with “The Daffodil Project,” a living memorial to the children murdered in the Holocaust. And we had a beautiful Sisterhood Shabbat, again coordinated by Judy Levenstein and Sharon Hammerman.

We are planning more events that “speak to you.” “Make Your ‘Sunday,’” an open meeting for all Sisterhood members and prospective members, will be held on Sunday, Dec. 15, at noon. And join us for movie night on Tuesday, Jan. 7, at 7:45 pm for “Crossing Delancey.”

Whether you are an ECC or religious school parent, empty-nester, or older adult, Sisterhood has something for you! To share your ideas about Sisterhood, come to our events or contact anyone on the Sisterhood board, including me, at cindyneil.goldstein@yahoo.com.

—Cindy Goldstein

Make Your Own "Sunday"
Dec. 15 at noon
For all Sisterhood Members and Prospective Members

Please join us for an open meeting to meet and greet — and eat ice cream.

We will share what we have in the planning stages for more outstanding Sisterhood events; we ask you to get involved and share your ideas with us.

For those with kids in religious school, many will be here at the same time for youth activities — why not come and treat yourself!

Register at agudath.org/events or contact president Cindy Goldstein at cindyneil.goldstein@yahoo.com.
GROUP PACKAGE INCLUDES:

- Discounted group ticket
- Group seating at a game
- Group Welcome on scoreboard
- Group Gift for everyone in attendance

Open to all congregants and their children

ORDER FORM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GAME DATE</th>
<th># TICKETS</th>
<th>TICKET INFO</th>
<th>PRICE</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2/4/20</td>
<td>100 LEVEL</td>
<td>$ 40.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ORDERS DEADLINE: 1/14/20

PAYMENT METHOD

☐ CASH
☐ CHECK Make payable to: CAI Men’s Club

NAME:
ADDRESS:
CITY, STATE, ZIP
PHONE:
EMAIL:

SEND CHECK TO: David Moses, 43 Brian Road, West Caldwell, NJ 07006, or pay at www.paypal.me/caimensclub.

QUESTIONS? Contact David Moses at dmoses77@gmail.com or 973-600-6783.
It’s All Happening at Men’s Club

So many tremendous things are happening with the CAI Men’s Club. Over 25 members helped put up the sukkah — a great contribution to the congregation. This year we added to the event by having a bagel and coffee breakfast as well.

More than 55 people attended the annual Spirits in the Sukkah event; this year the spotlighted beverage was beer. Everyone enjoyed the brews and the baseball game playing in the background. Considering it was held on a rainy mid-week night, the turnout was fantastic and several new Men’s Club members attended. A special thank you to Joseph Shumofsky for organizing Spirits in the Sukkah.

Men’s Club members also took down the sukkah, helped the Israel Committee with the Walk for Israel, and guarded the shul during the annual Mischief Night patrol.

We would like to acknowledge Steve Fichtenbaum, who worked hard as an usher on the High Holy Days, and whose name was not included in our list of volunteers in the November Voice.

The Northern NJ Region’s Men’s Club Man of the Year tribute dinner will be held on Sunday, Dec. 8, at 4 pm at Temple Beth Ahm Yisrael in Springfield. We are pleased to announce that this year’s CAI Men’s Club chapter honoree is Mark Englander. Mark has always been there to offer his help not only for the Men’s Club, but for the entire congregation. He heads Men’s Club communications, organizes the calendar, and coordinates the ushering for the High Holy Days. Please consider placing a full- or half-page ad in the event journal.

The Texas Hold ‘Em poker event, originally planned for December, is being postponed; information will be made available about a new date and a reinvigorated event.

The CAI Men’s Club monthly meeting — which will include a bourbon tasting — will be held Tuesday, Dec. 10, at 7:45 pm. We look forward to seeing you there. The next community event will be the annual blood drive on Sunday, Jan. 5, 9 am-1 pm. Please sign up in advance to donate blood; more details will follow.

We invite you to participate in and help lead our great events. For more information, contact president Jonathan Mehl at 201-403-4506 or jmnjesq@gmail.com or vice president Ari Berman at 646-369-4610 or ariberman23@hotmail.com.
Sunday, Oct. 27, was a great day at CAI. Although the weather was terrible, forcing us to hold our 18th annual CAI Walk for Israel indoors, there was a wonderful feeling of camaraderie. This was only the second time it has rained in our 18 years of walks. We are proud to say that in these 18 years, we have raised about $950,000 for worthwhile activities for Israel. Our goal for next year is to reach $1,000,000.

Thanks to all the members of the Walk for Israel committee for their many hours of meetings and preparation for the event. Additional thanks to:

- Our grand marshal, Rabbi Ari Lucas
- All the supporters and walkers
- Margie Samuels for designing the Walk for Israel shirt logo
- The Men’s Club volunteer Walk marshals
- The entire office and custodial staff for all their help
- Cantor Joel Caplan and the Tov M’od Choir for performing before the Walk
- Susan Werk for arranging for all the kids to participate
- The Caldwell Police for their assistance
- Chuck Rettig for the doughnuts, the Taubenfeld family for the fruit, and
- Jerusalem Restaurant for the Israeli food and pizza

Special thanks to Ann, Seth, and Mora Leeb for their donation, which came in after the T-shirts were finalized and so were not listed on the shirt. Also, special thanks to Margie Rozman, whose request to be a Patron, rather than a Partner, came in after the shirts were finalized.

Many businesses support our Walk and are listed on our shirts. We would like to recognize them once again for the entire congregation:

- Autosport
- Crane’s Mill
- Fedway
- Foot Solutions
- Gold Medal Produce
- Jewish Federation of Greater MetroWest NJ
- Holistic Pet Care
- Israel Tour Connection
- Mile High Physical Therapy
- Jerusalem Restaurant
- Original Pancake House
- Platinum Fitness Center
- Retro Fitness
- ShopRite
- Vision Therapeutics

—Lee Gladstein and Harvey Hershkowitz
MEMBER OF CONGREGATION AGUDATH ISRAEL

Bornstein Sons, Inc.

Air Conditioning - Heating - Plumbing - Generators - Automation Systems
Repairs, Maintenance, Service, Installations
Ask about our Service Contracts and Savings Clubs

Let our Family treat you like Family!

Mention this ad and save $300 on the installation of a furnace, air conditioning system, generator or automation system.
Save $50 on a repair. Does not apply to minimum diagnostic service charge for repairs. Cannot be combined with other offers.

800.287.6651
www.BornsteinSons.com

19A Commerce Road, Fairfield, New Jersey 07004
Bonnie Bornstein Fortal / Richard E. Fortal
NJ Lcensed Master Plumber #1130 / NJ Licensed Master Electrician #9019 / NJ Licensed Hvac #13HV0254800 / NJ Licensed Master HVACR #19HC20129100 | Member ASHRAE | Member ACCA

Follow us on Social Media
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Hats, Scarves, Sweaters and Blankets for Hadassah Hospital, Israel
Hats and Scarves for Valley Settlement House, West Orange
Black hats paired with thank you letters written by CAI religious school kids for the group A Package From Home, who send packages to soldiers without family in Israel.
Blankets for Hospice Patients – Ascend Hospice

“I would like to say a BIG thank you to all the ladies in the "Create for a Cause" group. Their recent donation … was extremely heartfelt. Our patients will be wrapped in their love! The blankets we were presented with … will provide comfort to those in need. Your generosity does not go unnoticed and we are so grateful for your contribution to our program.”
—Sincere thanks, Jean Oviedo, Ascend Hospice, Volunteer Coordinator

Hats, Scarves, Mittens, Pocketbooks, Sweaters and Blankets for Oasis, a Haven for Women, Paterson

THANK YOU to the "Create for a Cause" group!

So far we have donated to some amazing groups that truly appreciate the work put into each and every item made!

WELLNESS

Begin Shabbat in Stillness

Shabbat Meditation

with Karen Frank, RN, Congregational Nurse

Saturday, Dec. 7, 9:30 am

Shabbat is the time for quieting, stepping back from the hectic workday world, and entering a time of peacefulness and communion with nature and spirit.

Begin your Shabbat with meditation. You will feel a sense of peace, tranquility, and awareness that will enhance your Shabbat experience. Sessions are usually held the first Shabbat of each month.

MEMBER ENGAGEMENT

CREATE for a cause

Knit and crochet for a cause!

Thursday, Dec. 12, 11:30 am – 1:30 pm
Drop in anytime!

Open to all skill levels. We work together to create goods to donate to organizations that serve people in need. We also accept donations of items you’ve already made. If you have hooks, needles, or leftover yarn, please bring them along.

RSVP: Debbie Lurie, dlurie@agudath.org, or Caryn Snerson, caryn@micasports.com.
We gratefully acknowledge all who generously support Congregation Agudath Israel’s many programs by remembering and honoring friends and loved ones. Donations can be made on our website, www.agudath.org, or by sending a check to the synagogue office. If you would like to send out a tribute card or have any questions, please contact Allison Robinson, member services assistant, at 973-226-3600, ext. 110, or arobinson@agudath.org.

THE ANNUAL FUND
In honor of Gayle Wieseneck’s installation as president
the installation of the new executive committee
The Opper Family
In honor of Priya Marcus’ Bat Mitzvah
The Opper Family
In memory of Michielle Kuperberg’s mother, and Joshua,
Evan, and Brooke Kuperberg’s grandmother, Ellen Spector
The Opper Family
In memory of Carrie Castro-Halper’s grandmother, and Alivia, Sam,
and Bennett Castro-Halper’s great-grandmother, Elaine Halper
The Opper Family
In memory of Howard Burg and Melanie Burg’s sister, and
Matthew, Allison, and Jillian Burg’s aunt, Jane Burg
The Opper Family
In memory of David Saginaw’s mother, Sally Saginaw
The Opper Family
In memory of Myrna Silver
Melissa Steb

MEMORIAL PLAQUES
IN MEMORY OF:
Sally Saginaw, from her son and daughter-in-law, David and Paula
Saginaw

THE GENERATION TO GENERATION PLAQUE
In memory of Rita and Donald Broder
Leonard and Renee Rudner

THE BARRY ROZMAN TECHNOLOGY FUND
In honor of the birth of Margie Rozman’s
granddaughter, Lola Olivia Nigra
Karen and Ted Eisenberg
Lesley and Stan Weilgus
Linda and David Kay
In honor of the engagement of Paula Hauer’s
son, Jordan, and Lindsay Lewis
Margie Rozman, Aliza and Tom, Avi, Dani and Manuela
Lesley and Stan Weilgus
In memory of Alison Frost’s brother, and Maxx
and Carlye’s uncle, Robert Bluh
Marcia and David Gurian

In memory of Beatrice Taubenfeld’s husband, Isaac
Taubenfeld’s brother, Lois Gebeloff’s brother-in-
law, Amy Burke and Judith Gould’s uncle, and Emma
Burke’s great-uncle, Nathan “Nat” Taubenfeld
Elaine and Arnold Litt

THE CAI LIBRARY FUND
In honor of Derek Fields’ birthday
Maddy and Hank Heller

THE CAI RELIGIOUS SCHOOL SCHOLARSHIP FUND
In memory of Susan and Steven Eisen’s grandson, Cantor Hinda
and Bob Labovitz’s son, Judah and Devorah Labovitz’s brother,
and Avi and Sara Eisen’s nephew, Ronen Eliezer Labovitz
Greta and Ira Cohen
Lea Whitney
In memory of Rachel Brandt-Greenfeld’s grandmother, and Bridget
and Kayla Greenfeld’s great-grandmother, Hessa Kaplanusz
Judy and Scott Tribucher
In memory of Alison Frost’s brother, and Maxx
and Carlye’s uncle, Robert Bluh
Barbara Huff

Elegant
Independent and Assisted Living
is Waiting for you...
All Faiths and Beliefs Welcome
903-905 Route 10 East, Whippany, NJ
www.jchcorp.org • 973-929-2725

You’ll find all the warmth of home with hotel-style amenities,
luxurious surroundings and delicious glatt kosher* dining.
*Prepared under the supervision of Vaad HaRabonim of Metrowest NJ.

We also offer supportive, individualized dementia care
in our intimate Memory Care Suite, which is accredited
by Comfort Matters®, a nationwide leader in person-
directed dementia care.

Try Our Flexible Short-Term Respite Stays
With elegant surroundings and supportive services for seniors.

Come join us for a tour with lunch.
For more information contact David Rozen
973-929-2725 or DavidR@jchcorp.org

www.jchcorp.org • 973-929-2725
All Faiths and Beliefs Welcome

Lester Senior Living
903-905 Route 10 East, Whippany, NJ
903-905 Route 10 East, Whippany, NJ
www.jchcorp.org • 973-929-2725

Owned and managed by the Jewish Community Housing Corporation of Metropolitan NJ
Tributes & Donations (continued)

THE CAI SCHOLARLY ADULT JEWISH LEARNING FUND

In memory of Howard Burg and Melanie Burg’s sister, and
Matthew, Allison, and Jillian Burg’s aunt, Jane Burg
Judy and John Craig

THE CAI - SUSAN WERK’S SPECIAL FUND

In honor of the marriage of Stacey and Morris
Lewis’ son, Joshua, to Elaine Feinstein
Stacey and Morris Lewis

In honor of the Oppen family
Sandy and Marshall Ochman

In honor of Sophia Rosen’s Bat Mitzvah
Denise and Steve Freedman

In honor of Mindy Opp’s installment on the AGI Board of Trustees
Denise and Steve Freedman

In honor of Brooke Kupferberg’s Bat Mitzvah
Michielle and Jason Kupferberg

In memory of Carrie Castro-Halper’s grandmother, and Alivia, Sam,
and Bennett Castro-Halper’s great-grandmother, Elaine Halper
Karen and Teddy Roth

In memory of Lisa Abramson’s sister, and Carly Abramson,
Heather Symons, and Lauren Mirman’s aunt, Linda Barr
Donna and Charles Pestcoe

In memory of Lester Shapero
Lori and Andy Lieberman

In memory of Mitch Broder’s mother, and Zachary
and Jordan Broder’s grandmother, Rita Broder
Lisa and Glenn Mechanick

In memory of Alexis Gruber’s grandmother, and Sophie
and Marley Fischer’s great-grandmother, Hilda Manello
The Scherzer Family

THE CAI TRIBUTE FUND

In honor of Nat and Bea Taubenfeld
David and Jane Cohen

In honor of Kelly Lustig’s birthday
Barbara and Steve Nappen

In honor of her Aliyah
Nogah and Bruce Revesz

In honor of the Aufruf of Lynda and Craig
Brown’s son, Corey, and Joanna Elliott
Marla and Dale Edlin

In honor of Derek Fields’ birthday
Sue Och and Brian Kalver
Anita and Ed Finkel

In memory of Mitch Broder’s mother, and Zachary
and Jordan Broder’s grandmother, Rita Broder
Marc and Margot Schwartz
Marjorie and Norman Feinstein
Gail and Ed Smith
Wendy and Jay Sabin
Laurence and Marianne Shulman
Benay and Howard Irwin and Family

In memory of Howard Burg and Melanie Burg’s sister, and
Matthew, Allison, and Jillian Burg’s aunt, Jane Burg
Debbie and Stuart Rabner
Maddy and Hank Heller
Lee and Joyce Gladstein

In memory of Derek Fields’ mother, and Noah, Dov,
and Adina Fields’ grandmother, Barbara Fields
Board of Trustees and membership of the Nassau Synagogue
Laurence and Marianne Shulman

In memory of Lisa Abramson’s sister, and Carly Abramson,
Heather Symons, and Lauren Mirman’s aunt, Linda Barr
Shelley and Philip Spies
In memory of Celeste Werfel’s husband, Katy Boettinger’s father, and Bobbie Boettinger’s grandfather, Barrie Werfel
Arlene and Mel Berkowitz
Dean Konner

In memory of Susan and Steven Eisen’s grandson, Cantor Hinda and Bob Labovitz’s son, Judah and Devorah Labovitz’s brother, and Avi and Sara Eisen’s nephew, Ronen Eliezer Labovitz
Karen and Ted Eisenberg
Maddy and Hank Heller
Elaine and Stuart Berger
Lee and Joyce Gladstein
Harriet Sepinwall and Jeffrey Rosenberg
Hilary and Howard Rabner
Noelle and David Rips
Susan and Matt Horn
Randi and Murray Spiegel
Neil Schreffler and Karen Nerffi
Judi Fabricant and Rabbi David Saltzman

In memory of Nathan Litwok
Stuart and Deborah Rabner

In memory of Zahava Burack
Stuart and Deborah Rabner

In memory of Alison Frost’s brother, and Maxx and Carlye’s uncle, Robert Bluh
Gail and Ed Smith
Susan and Steven Greenbaum

In memory of Laura Sacks’ father, Morton Hess
Debra Gallanter

In memory of Cantor Joel Caplan’s father, Dr. Richard M. Caplan
Debra Gallanter

In memory of Ed Finkel’s mother, and Sherri and Zahava Finkel’s grandmother, Dorothy Bayard Finkel
Debra Gallanter
Laurence and Marianne Shulman

In memory of Dr. Allen Rosen’s father, Murray Rosen
Elaine and Stuart Berger

In memory of Harry Paisner
Stuart and Deborah Rabner

In memory of George Rabner
Stuart and Deborah Rabner

In memory of John Youderian’s mother, Frances Youderian
Hilary and Howard Rabner

In memory of Barry Nydick
Lee and Seymour Stern

Packet of tribute cards
Alexis and Jonathan Shaw

THE CANTOR’S DISCRETIONARY FUND
Fraternal Order of B’nai B’rith

In honor of Marsha and Burt Henry’s anniversary
Maida and David Richlin

In honor of the shofar blowers
Lila Rubin

In memory of Cantor Joel Caplan’s father, Dr. Richard M. Caplan
Robin and Mark Goldman
Tributes & Donations (continued)

Marian Rothenberg
Jean and Mark Mandell
Marian and Keith Marlowe
Laurence and Marianne Shulman
Alfred Mahler and Jeanette Paktor
In memory of Howard Burg and Melanie Burg’s sister, and
Matthew, Allison, and Jillian Burg’s aunt, Jane Burg
Lori and Adam Meyers
Jean and Ben Alter
Anne and Howard Burg
In memory of David Saginaw’s mother, Sally Saginaw
Jean and Ben Alter
In memory of Celeste Werfel’s husband, Katy Boettinger’s
father, and Bobbie Boettinger’s grandfather, Barrie Werfel
Lea Wolff Rosenberg
In memory of Mitch Broder’s mother, and Zachary
and Jordan Broder’s grandmother, Rita Broder
Shari and Mitch Broder
In memory of Susan and Steven Eisen’s grandson, Cantor Hinda
and Bob Labovitz’s son, Judah and Devorah Labovitz’s brother,
and Avi and Sara Eisen’s nephew, Ronen Eliezer Labovitz
Marji and Norman Feinstein
Karen and Stephen Sandler
Iris Bashi
Lori, Jerry, and Hannah Solomon

THE CHEVRA KADISHA FUND
In memory of Celeste Werfel’s husband, Katy Boettinger’s
father, and Bobbie Boettinger’s grandfather, Barrie Werfel
Rosalie and Dick Zodikoff

THE DAVID TAUBENFELD RAMAH SCHOLARSHIP FUND
In honor of the birth of Adina and Dan Podell’s first
granddaughter, Antonina Li’el Rodnyansky
Gina and Philip Vinick
In memory of Beatrice Taubenfeld’s husband, Isaac
Taubenfeld’s brother, Lois Gebeloff’s brother-in-
law, Amy Burke and Judith Gould’s uncle, and Emma
Burke’s great-uncle, Nathan “Nat” Taubenfeld
Karen and Ted Eisenberg and Family
Mitchell Nusbaum
Edith Davidson
Marvin and Paula Zigman
In memory of Arthur Mankin’s wife, Teddi Dolph’s
mother, and Matthew Dolph and Samantha Winerman’s
grandmother, Barbara “Bobbie” Mankin
Edith Davidson

THE DORIS R. WERK COLLEGE YOUTH FUND
In memory of Alison Frost’s brother, and Maxx
and Carlye’s uncle, Robert Bluh
Michelle and Drew Krichman

THE ECC EDUCATIONAL ENHANCEMENT FUND
In honor of the birth of Tal and Jason Wolf’s son, Noam
Lori and Marlon Weinberg and Family
In honor of the birth of Geula and David
Zamist’s grandson, Caleb Max
Lori and Marlon Weinberg and Family
In honor of Miles Ornstein’s Bar Mitzvah
Lori and Marlon Weinberg
In memory of David Sumka’s father, and Gabby and
Elly Sumka’s grandfather, Malvin Sumka
Lori and Marlon Weinberg and Family
In memory of Mitch Broder’s mother, and Zachary
and Jordan Broder’s grandmother, Rita Broder
Beth and Stuart Sackman
In memory of Beatrice Taubenfeld’s husband, Isaac
Taubenfeld’s brother, Lois Gebeloff’s brother-in-
law, Amy Burke and Judith Gould’s uncle, and Emma
Burke’s great-uncle, Nathan “Nat” Taubenfeld
Beth and Stuart Sackman
In memory of Carrie Castro-Halper’s grandmother, and Alivia, Sam, and Bennett Castro-Halper’s great-grandmother, Elaine Halper
   Beth and Stuart Sackman
In memory of Susan and Steven Eisen’s grandson, Cantor Hinda and Bob Labovitz’s son, Judah and Devorah Labovitz’s brother, and Avi and Sara Eisen’s nephew, Ronen Eliezer Labovitz
   Lori and Adam Meyers
   Nogah and Bruce Revesz
   Jonathan and Melissa Kitchner and Family
   Arlene and Mel Berkowitz
   Lori and Marlon Weinberg

THE FERTEL FAMILY FUND
In honor of the birth of Kathy and Matt Sheeleigh’s grandchild
   Bonnie and Richard Fertel
In honor of the marriage of Hope and Paul Aronoff’s son, Toren, to Ella Tesler
   Bonnie and Richard Fertel
In honor of the marriage of Renee and Scott Buckler’s son, Max, to Charlene Thrope
   Bonnie and Richard Fertel
In memory of Jerry Williamson’s father
   Bonnie and Richard Fertel
In memory of Beatrice Taubenfeld’s husband, Isaac Taubenfeld’s brother, Lois Gebeloff’s brother-in-law, Amy Burke and Judith Gould’s uncle, and Emma Burke’s great-uncle, Nathan “Nat” Taubenfeld
   Bonnie and Richard Fertel
In memory of Susan and Steven Eisen’s grandson, Cantor Hinda and Bob Labovitz’s son, Judah and Devorah Labovitz’s brother, and Avi and Sara Eisen’s nephew, Ronen Eliezer Labovitz
   Bonnie and Richard Fertel
In memory of Celeste Werfel’s husband, Katy Boettinger’s father, and Bobbie Boettinger’s grandfather, Barrie Werfel
   Irene Blumberg

THE GENERATION TO GENERATION FUND
In honor of Derek Fields’ birthday
   Marvin and Anne Elmowitz
In memory of Celeste Werfel’s husband, Katy Boettinger’s father, and Bobbie Boettinger’s grandfather, Barrie Werfel
   Elaine and Arnold Litt
In memory of Mindy Blum’s mother, Judy Davis, and Evan Blum’s father, Norman Blum
   Susie and Howard Bruch and Family
In memory of Susan and Steven Eisen’s grandson, Cantor Hinda and Bob Labovitz’s son, Judah and Devorah Labovitz’s brother, and Avi and Sara Eisen’s nephew, Ronen Eliezer Labovitz
   Sue Grossbard
   Michelle and Adam Shandler
   Loren and Mark Roth
In memory of Dr. Allen Rosen’s father, Murray Rosen
   Roberta and Stephanie Ferrara
In memory of John Youderian’s mother, Frances Youderian
   Irene Blumberg
   Stephen, Laura, Josh, and Gabe Blumberg
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In memory of Mitch Broder’s mother, and Zachary and Jordan Broder’s grandmother, Rita Broder
Scott and Wendy Newman

In memory of Beatrice Taubenfeld’s husband, Isaac Taubenfeld’s brother, Lois Gebeloff’s brother-in-law, Amy Burke and Judith Gould’s uncle, and Emma Burke’s great-uncle, Nathan “Nat” Taubenfeld
Marcia and Gerry Mohl
Jennifer Lampell

In memory of Susan and Steven Eisen’s grandson, Cantor Hinda and Bob Labovitz’s son, Judah and Devorah Labovitz’s brother, and Avi and Sara Eisen’s nephew, Ronen Eliezer Labovitz
Marcia and Gerry Mohl

In memory of Alexis Gruber’s grandmother, and Sophie and Marley Fischer’s great-grandmother, Hilda Manello
Matt and Mara Feldman
Hope and Paul Aronoff

THE ISRAEL COMMITTEE FUND

THE JERRY SEPINWALL JEWISH ENVIRONMENTAL FUND

In memory of Howard Burg and Melanie Burg’s sister, and Matthew, Allison, and Jillian Burg’s aunt, Jane Burg
Harriet Sepinwall and Jeffrey Rosenberg

THE KIDDUSH SPONSORS

In honor of the Aufruf of their son, Corey, and Joanna Elliott
Lynda and Craig Brown

The Taubenfeld family is grateful to the CAI community for its outpouring of love and support

THE KIDDUSH SUPPORTERS

In honor of the naming of their granddaughter, Eliana Sarit, and in honor of their 49th anniversary
Marsha and Burt Henry

THE KIDDUSH CONTRIBUTORS

In honor of Dylan’s Bar Mitzvah
Nathan and Robin Fishman

In honor of their 22nd wedding anniversary
Serena and Aaron Solomon

In honor of the CAI Board of Trustees Installation Shabbat
The Wieseneck and Shapiro Families

In honor of Aiden Haase’s Bar Mitzvah
Randall Haase and Judith Rosenberg

In honor of Evan Krichman’s Bar Mitzvah
Michelle and Drew Krichman

In honor of Gayle Wieseneck’s installation
Roy Shapiro and Gail Grollman

In honor of Eli and Rebecca’s shared B’nei Mitzvah anniversary; Eli’s 2nd anniversary, Rebecca’s 30th anniversary
Ari and Rebecca Berman

In honor of their granddaughter, Sarah Dobro, on passing her board exams and becoming board certified in internal medicine
Murray and Barbara Dobro

In honor of the upcoming marriage of their daughter, Miriam, to Steven Kanaplue
Abby and Randy Kanter

In honor of Jackson’s Bar Mitzvah
Fara and Stephen Pope

In honor of Emily’s Bat Mitzvah
Jolie and Evan Carpenter

In honor of the anniversary of Nathan and Aaron’s B’nai Mitzvah and Rachel’s birthday
The Scherzer family

In honor of Miles’ Bar Mitzvah
Shari and Charles Ornstein

In honor of their 45th anniversary and Rosanne’s birthday
Ira and Rosanne Bornstein

In memory of Susan and Steven Eisen’s grandson, Cantor Hinda and Bob Labovitz’s son, Judah and Devorah Labovitz’s brother, and Avi and Sara Eisen’s nephew, Ronen Eliezer Labovitz
Felice and Art Nichols

THE KIDDUSH CONTRIBUTORS

In honor of their 22nd wedding anniversary
Serena and Aaron Solomon

In honor of the CAI Board of Trustees Installation Shabbat
The Wieseneck and Shapiro Families

In honor of Aiden Haase’s Bar Mitzvah
Randall Haase and Judith Rosenberg

In honor of Evan Krichman’s Bar Mitzvah
Michelle and Drew Krichman

In honor of Gayle Wieseneck’s installation
Roy Shapiro and Gail Grollman

In honor of Eli and Rebecca’s shared B’nei Mitzvah anniversary; Eli’s 2nd anniversary, Rebecca’s 30th anniversary
Ari and Rebecca Berman

In honor of their granddaughter, Sarah Dobro, on passing her board exams and becoming board certified in internal medicine
Murray and Barbara Dobro

In honor of the upcoming marriage of their daughter, Miriam, to Steven Kanaplue
Abby and Randy Kanter

In honor of Jackson’s Bar Mitzvah
Fara and Stephen Pope

In honor of Emily’s Bat Mitzvah
Jolie and Evan Carpenter

In honor of the anniversary of Nathan and Aaron’s B’nai Mitzvah and Rachel’s birthday
The Scherzer family

In honor of Miles’ Bar Mitzvah
Shari and Charles Ornstein

In honor of their 45th anniversary and Rosanne’s birthday
Ira and Rosanne Bornstein

In memory of Susan and Steven Eisen’s grandson, Cantor Hinda and Bob Labovitz’s son, Judah and Devorah Labovitz’s brother, and Avi and Sara Eisen’s nephew, Ronen Eliezer Labovitz
Felice and Art Nichols

THE JERRY SEPINWALL JEWISH ENVIRONMENTAL FUND

In memory of Howard Burg and Melanie Burg’s sister, and Matthew, Allison, and Jillian Burg’s aunt, Jane Burg
Harriet Sepinwall and Jeffrey Rosenberg

THE KIDDUSH SPONSORS

In honor of the Aufruf of their son, Corey, and Joanna Elliott
Lynda and Craig Brown

The Taubenfeld family is grateful to the CAI community for its outpouring of love and support

THE KIDDUSH SUPPORTERS

In honor of the naming of their granddaughter, Eliana Sarit, and in honor of their 49th anniversary
Marsha and Burt Henry

THE KIDDUSH CONTRIBUTORS

In honor of Dylan’s Bar Mitzvah
Nathan and Robin Fishman

In honor of their 22nd wedding anniversary
Serena and Aaron Solomon

In honor of the CAI Board of Trustees Installation Shabbat
The Wieseneck and Shapiro Families

In honor of Aiden Haase’s Bar Mitzvah
Randall Haase and Judith Rosenberg

In honor of Evan Krichman’s Bar Mitzvah
Michelle and Drew Krichman

In honor of Gayle Wieseneck’s installation
Roy Shapiro and Gail Grollman

In honor of Eli and Rebecca’s shared B’nei Mitzvah anniversary; Eli’s 2nd anniversary, Rebecca’s 30th anniversary
Ari and Rebecca Berman

In honor of their granddaughter, Sarah Dobro, on passing her board exams and becoming board certified in internal medicine
Murray and Barbara Dobro

In honor of the upcoming marriage of their daughter, Miriam, to Steven Kanaplue
Abby and Randy Kanter

In honor of Jackson’s Bar Mitzvah
Fara and Stephen Pope

In honor of Emily’s Bat Mitzvah
Jolie and Evan Carpenter

In honor of the anniversary of Nathan and Aaron’s B’nai Mitzvah and Rachel’s birthday
The Scherzer family

In honor of Miles’ Bar Mitzvah
Shari and Charles Ornstein

In honor of their 45th anniversary and Rosanne’s birthday
Ira and Rosanne Bornstein

In memory of Susan and Steven Eisen’s grandson, Cantor Hinda and Bob Labovitz’s son, Judah and Devorah Labovitz’s brother, and Avi and Sara Eisen’s nephew, Ronen Eliezer Labovitz
Felice and Art Nichols

THE JERRY SEPINWALL JEWISH ENVIRONMENTAL FUND

In memory of Howard Burg and Melanie Burg’s sister, and Matthew, Allison, and Jillian Burg’s aunt, Jane Burg
Harriet Sepinwall and Jeffrey Rosenberg

THE KIDDUSH SPONSORS

In honor of the Aufruf of their son, Corey, and Joanna Elliott
Lynda and Craig Brown

The Taubenfeld family is grateful to the CAI community for its outpouring of love and support

THE KIDDUSH SUPPORTERS

In honor of the naming of their granddaughter, Eliana Sarit, and in honor of their 49th anniversary
Marsha and Burt Henry

THE KIDDUSH CONTRIBUTORS

In honor of Dylan’s Bar Mitzvah
Nathan and Robin Fishman

In honor of their 22nd wedding anniversary
Serena and Aaron Solomon

In honor of the CAI Board of Trustees Installation Shabbat
The Wieseneck and Shapiro Families

In honor of Aiden Haase’s Bar Mitzvah
Randall Haase and Judith Rosenberg

In honor of Evan Krichman’s Bar Mitzvah
Michelle and Drew Krichman

In honor of Gayle Wieseneck’s installation
Roy Shapiro and Gail Grollman

In honor of Eli and Rebecca’s shared B’nei Mitzvah anniversary; Eli’s 2nd anniversary, Rebecca’s 30th anniversary
Ari and Rebecca Berman

In honor of their granddaughter, Sarah Dobro, on passing her board exams and becoming board certified in internal medicine
Murray and Barbara Dobro

In honor of the upcoming marriage of their daughter, Miriam, to Steven Kanaplue
Abby and Randy Kanter

In honor of Jackson’s Bar Mitzvah
Fara and Stephen Pope

In honor of Emily’s Bat Mitzvah
Jolie and Evan Carpenter

In honor of the anniversary of Nathan and Aaron’s B’nai Mitzvah and Rachel’s birthday
The Scherzer family

In honor of Miles’ Bar Mitzvah
Shari and Charles Ornstein

In honor of their 45th anniversary and Rosanne’s birthday
Ira and Rosanne Bornstein
In memory of Alix’s mother, Rae G. Rubin, and David’s father, Isadore “Murph” Grossman  
Alix Rubin and David Grossman

In memory of Tsahi’s father, Avraham Mordechai Yosovich  
Tsahi and Anat Niv

In memory of Herb’s father, Arnold Wolf  
Herb and Maxine Wolf

In memory of Arthur’s mother, Helen Cytryn  
Arthur Cytryn and Renee Kaufman

In memory of her mother, Helga Franklin  
Carol Morman

In memory of Paul’s mother, Esther Aronoff  
Hope and Paul Aronoff

Happy 80th birthday to Kelly Lustig  
Jerry, Jodie, Adam, Steven, Kim, Austin, Mason, Colton and Dani

In memory of Howard’s father, Irving Cannon, on his 13th yahrzeit  
Annie, Beth and Howard Cannon

In memory of Becca’s father, Mitchell Fuchs  
Becca and Rob Cossin

In memory of Maddy’s parents, Diana and Eli Stiftel  
Maddy and Hank Heller

In memory of her mother, Laura Slutzky  
Marian Rothenberg

In memory of Deborah’s brother, Shmuel Menachem ben Baruch Yochanan  
Deborah and Oliver Shapiro

THE KIDDUSH FUND

In memory of Cantor Joel Caplan’s father, Dr. Richard M. Caplan  
Annette and Joseph Fine

In memory of Celeste Werfel’s husband, Katy Boettinger’s father, and Bobbie Boettinger’s grandfather, Barrie Werfel  
Annette and Joseph Fine

In memory of Roman Makuch  
Christine and Jeffrey Goldberg

In memory of Beatrice Taubenfeld’s husband, Isaac Taubenfeld’s brother, Lois Gebeloff’s brother-in-law, Amy Burke and Judith Gould’s uncle, and Emma Burke’s great-uncle, Nathan “Nat” Taubenfeld  
Annette and Joseph Fine

In memory of Susan and Steven Eisen’s grandson, Cantor Hinda and Bob Labovitz’s son, Judah and Devorah Labovitz’s brother, and Avi and Sara Eisen’s nephew, Ronen Eliezer Labovitz  
Annette and Joseph Fine

THE NAT AND BEA TAUBENFELD FUND

In honor of Debbie Lurie  
Serena and Aaron Solomon

In memory of Beatrice Taubenfeld’s husband, Isaac Taubenfeld’s brother, Lois Gebeloff’s brother-in-law, Amy Burke and Judith Gould’s uncle, and Emma Burke’s great-uncle, Nathan “Nat” Taubenfeld  
Bruce and Gail Shapiro

Robert and Nanci Schwartz  
Diane Gelman and Michael Lichtenstein  
Joan and Allan Yablon  
Marilyn Labendz  
Bob Gurmankin and Family  
Lila Rubin  
Brenda Loucks  
Rosalie and Dick Zodikoff  
The Margiotta Family  
Lori and Adam Meyers  
Derek Fields and Rebecca Glass  
Shari and Mitch Broder  
Helaine and Richard French  
Marji and Norman Feinstein  
Reina and Myron Jacobowitz  
Circus Fruits, Inc.

Nogah and Bruce Revesz  
Michele and Larry Raiken  
David and Marcia Danoff  
Dana and Paulie Ben-Avi  
Karen and Ted Eisenberg  
Judy and Harvey Zeller  
Nina and Arnold Wasserman  
Jeanette and Harvey Hershkowitz  
Karen and Stephen Sandler  
Harriet Sepinwall and Jeffrey Rosenberg  
Judith Gould and Michael Cavalier  
Karen and Ken Rosen  
Karen and Jerry Glaser  
Froman and Etta Mehl  
Bonnie and Zoel Silverman  
Hong Kong Supermarket of Hester Street Corp.

Maddy and Hank Heller  
Serena and Aaron Solomon  
Elaine and Stuart Berger  
Sue Grossbard  
Michelle and Adam Shandler  
Pearla, Norman, and Libby Weisman and Family  
Melissa Ludlum  
David and Lauren Linder  
Nancy Leaderman  
Robyn and Bruce Shoulson  
Marc Rudoltz and Lisa Hochman  
Beth and Robert Daniel and Family  
Anita and Ed Finkel  
Meryl and Shlomo Kanner  
Irish Bashi  
Hilary and Howard Rabner and Family  
Lori and Jerry Solomon  
Greta and Ira Cohen  
Seena and Art Pajonk  
Jonathan and Melissa Kitchner and Family  
Board and Staff of the Covenant Foundation  
Arlene and Alan Blocher  
Marji Nydick  
Gina and Philip Vinick  
Nancy and Howard Levine  
Sylvia Kelin


Tributes & Donations (continued)

The Mevorah Family
Marian Rothenberg
The Scherzer Family
Loren and Mark Roth
Marilyn Rose
Cindy and Jack Plawner and Family
Sandra and Michael Myers
Roberta Diamond
Arthur and Ann Schwartz
Edward and Cindy Braverman
Kelly, Jerry, Jodi, and Steven Lustig
The Gladnik Family
Laurence and Marianne Shulman
Benay and Howard Irwin and Family
Arlene and Mel Berkowitz
Lois and David Dranikoff
Margie Rozman and Family
The Wieseneck/Shapiro Families
Gail and Elliot Norry
Susan and Matt Horn
The Elmowitz Family
Randi and Murray Spiegel
Jeff Zigman
Hope and Paul Aronoff
Bernice Engel
Renee and Joel Reiser
Betty Wasserman
AAMA and AAMCF
Susan and Stan Mitnick
Edna and Steven Alberts
JAFCO
Gerald Stolar
Sharon and Andrew Chavkin
LBD Produce Inc.
Phyllis and Marv Friedman
Neil Schreffler and Karen Nerfi
Judi Fabricant and Rabbi David Saltzman
Jennifer Lampell
M&R Tomato Distributors, Inc.
Joyce Wasserman
Lori and Marlon Weinberg

In memory of Howard Burg and Melanie Burg’s sister, and Matthew, Allison, and Jillian Burg’s aunt, Jane Burg
Marc Rudoltz and Lisa Hochman

THE PRAYER BOOK FUND
In memory of their grandfather, Norman Blum
Matthew and Corey Blum
In memory of Mitch Broder’s mother, and Zachary and Jordan Broder’s grandmother, Rita Broder
Susie and Howard Bruch and Family

RABBI LUCAS’ DISCRETIONARY FUND
In honor of Evan Krichman’s Bar Mitzvah
Drew and Michelle Krichman
In honor of Rabbi Lucas’ first year with CAI
Ariel and Wolf Levenson
In memory of Howard Burg and Melanie Burg’s sister, and Matthew, Allison, and Jillian Burg’s aunt, Jane Burg
Beth and Robert Daniel
In memory of Mitch Broder’s mother, and Zachary and Jordan Broder’s grandmother, Rita Broder
Kari and Bradley Shron
Shari and Mitch Broder
The Lazarovitch Family
Marc Rudoltz and Lisa Hochman
In memory of David Saginaw’s mother, Sally Saginaw
David and Paula Saginaw
In memory of his wife, Dena Fliegel Bocian
Arthur Bocian
In memory of Susan and Steven Eisen’s grandson, Cantor Hinda and Bob Labovitz’s son, Judah and Devorah Labovitz’s brother, and Avi and Sara Eisen’s nephew, Ronen Elezer Labovitz
Serena and Aaron Solomon
Beth and Robert Daniel and Family
In memory of Alexis Gruber’s grandmother, and Sophie and Marley Fischer’s great-grandmother, Hilda Manello
Beth, Robert, and Mordiel Daniel, and Ayelet Davids
Roberta Diamond

RABBI SILVERSTEIN’S DISCRETIONARY FUND
Brad and Michele Shiffman
In honor of Evan Krichman’s Bar Mitzvah
Drew and Michelle Krichman
In honor of Rabbi Alan and Rita Silverstein
Linda and Israel Majzner

In memory of Beatrice Taubenfeld’s husband, Isaac Taubenfeld’s brother, Lois Gebeloff’s brother-in-law, Amy Burke and Judith Gould’s uncle, and Emma Burke’s great-uncle, Nathan “Nat” Taubenfeld
Bea Taubenfeld

THE RACHEL HOPE ENGLANDER FUND
In memory of Beatrice Taubenfeld’s husband, Isaac Taubenfeld’s brother, Lois Gebeloff’s brother-in-law, Amy Burke and Judith Gould’s uncle, and Emma Burke’s great-uncle, Nathan “Nat” Taubenfeld
Susan Turitz, Josh, and Danny

Tribute Cards

Custom-printed tribute cards can be sent out from our office. Donations can be in any denomination above $10. We also offer the option of purchasing a packet of five cards for $40, which you can send out yourself. Member services assistant Allison Robinson can assist you. Please contact her at arobinson@agudath.org, 973-226-3600, ext. 110.
In memory of Mitch Broder's mother, and Zachary and Jordan Broder's grandmother, Rita Broder
Shari and Mitch Broder

In memory of Beatrice Taubenfeld's husband, Isaac Taubenfeld's brother, Lois Gobeloff's brother-in-law, Amy Burke and Judith Gould's uncle, and Emma Burke's great-uncle, Nathan "Nat" Taubenfeld
Ariel and Wolf Levenson
Eileen Dombrowsky and Harold Kaplan
Sue and Donald Weinberger
Linda and Israel Majzner
Bea Taubenfeld

In memory of Susan and Steven Eisen's grandson, Cantor Hinda and Bob Labovitz's son, Judah and Devorah Labovitz's brother, and Avi and Sara Eisen's nephew, Ronen Eliezer Labovitz
Eileen Dombrowsky and Harold Kaplan

In memory of Alison Frost's brother, and Maxx and Carlye's uncle, Robert Bluh
Sue and Donald Weinberger

In memory of Bernard B. Bellman
Jon Bellman

THE REISER CHILDREN'S CHOIR FUND
In honor of Chloe Zucker's Bat Mitzvah
Lori and Marlon Weinberg and Family

In memory of Celeste Werfel's husband, Katy Boettinger's father, and Bobbie Boettinger's grandfather, Barrie Werfel
Cindy and Jeffrey Schechter
Lila Rubin

In memory of Susan and Steven Eisen's grandson, Cantor Hinda and Bob Labovitz's son, Judah and Devorah Labovitz's brother, and Avi and Sara Eisen's nephew, Ronen Eliezer Labovitz
Renee and Joel Reiser

THE SOCIAL ACTION COMMITTEE
In honor of the birth of Margie Rozman's granddaughter, Lola Olivia Nigra
Diane and David Reidenberg

THE STEPHEN LAPOFF SPORTS FUND
In memory of Mitch Broder's mother, and Zachary and Jordan Broder's grandmother, Rita Broder
Myrna Lehr

THE SYDNEY GROSS TEEN MITZVAH FUND
In memory of Harold Kremins
The Frost family

In memory of Howard Burg and Melanie Burg's sister, and Matthew, Allison, and Jillian Burg's aunt, Jane Burg
The Frost Family
Lori Duckstein

In memory of Alison Frost's brother, and Maxx and Carlye's uncle, Robert Bluh
Anne and Howard Burg and Family
Judy and Adam Schlesinger
Lori and Hal Wolfson
Shari and Mitch Broder

In memory of Michielle Kupferberg's mother, and Joshua, Evan, and Brooke Kupferberg's grandmother, Ellen Spector
Amy and Ira Steinberg

In memory of Evan Blum's father, and Matthew and Corey Blum's grandfather, Norman Blum
Amy and Ira Steinberg

In memory of Bernice Nadler
Nina and Arnold Wasserman

THE YAHRZEIT FUND
In memory of Howard Burg and Melanie Burg's sister, and Matthew, Allison, and Jillian Burg's aunt, Jane Burg
Christine, Jeff, and Josh Goldberg
Sidney Aron from Miriam Block
Jane Bamberg from Paul Kotlewski
David Bar-Illan from Nogah Revesz
Irwin Berg from Heather Wiederhorn
Gertrude Bergman from Robert S. Perelman
Gerald L. Billig from Mr. and Mrs. Jeffrey Billig
Dena Fliegel Bocian from Arthur Bocian
Ida Bornstein from Rosanne and Ira Bornstein
Zahava Burack from Deborah Rabner
Carl Caplan from Cantor Joel Caplan
Iylene Caplan from Cantor Joel Caplan
Richard M. Caplan from Cantor Joel Caplan
Rose Marie Caplan from Cantor Joel Caplan
Victor Chalfin from Marjorie and Norman Feinstein
Adolph Chernack from Gilbert Chernack
Howard Citrin from Lea Whitney
Phillip Cohen from Selma Brookman
Leonard Cohn from Cantor Joel Caplan
Renee Darwin from Felice and Art Nichols
Jack Dasch from Gilbert Chernack
Pauline Dasch from Gilbert Chernack
Jeanne Feinman from Sally Garson
Matthew Ferrara from Roberta Ferrara
Leon Fichtenbaum from Steven and Joyce Fichtenbaum
Max Freiheiter from Beatrice Freiheiter
Meyer Friedman from Abby Vine
Bernard Fritz from Rosanne and Ira Bornstein
Alexander Glickman from Marvin Glickman
Augusta Glickman from Marvin Glickman
David Goodman from Blanche Lerner
Joseph Gross from Merrill Stern
Helen Gruber from Jack Gruber
Philip Gurian from David Gurian
Robert Simeon Issac Heller from Nancy Heller Moskowitz
Brana Hoffman from Joyce Wasserman
Alvin Holland from Gail Black
Jeanette (Mickey) Holland from Gail Black
Susan Holland from Gail Black
William Hurst from Carole Shapiro
Alice Kamenetsky from Esther and Steve Kamenetsky
Anita Klein from Beverly Hecht
Shirley Koenig from David and Madeleine Koenig
Phyllis Kooch from Nina Wasserman
Phillip Kook from Susan and Richard Blender

Philip Ladd from Geraldine and Thomas Panitch
Martin Leeds from Steve Leeds
Gladys Levine from Howard Levine
Hyman Levine from Anita Elfenbein
Philip Levine from Howard Levine
Nathan Litwok from Stuart Rabner
Jennie Mattler from Rabbi Clifford and Dr. Deborah Miller
Wolf Mattler from Rabbi Clifford and Dr. Deborah Miller
Dale Miller from Rabbi Clifford and Dr. Deborah Miller
Dora Sturman Miller from Rabbi Clifford and Dr. Deborah Miller
Joel Miller from Rabbi Clifford and Dr. Deborah Miller
Leonard Miller from Rabbi Clifford and Dr. Deborah Miller
Sheldon Morley Miller from Rabbi Clifford and Dr. Deborah Miller
Emanuel Nadel from Craig Nadel
Bertram Newman (Baruch Yochanan ben Reb Ephraim) from
Deborah and Oliver Shapiro
Samuel Mitchell Newman (Shmuel Menach ben Baruch
Yochanan) from Deborah and Oliver Shapiro
Estelle Nysnick from Marjorie Nysnick
Mel Opper from Alex and Mindy Opper
Morris Pajonk from Arthur Pajonk
Dr. Arthur J. Perelman from Robert S. Perelman
George Rabner from Hilary and Howard Rabner
Bertie Raeburn from Roy Raeburn
Miriam Rein from Alan Rein
Frances Richmond from Carol Lintz Richmond
Robert Richmond from Carol Lintz Richmond
Solomon Rogoff from Karen Eisenberg
Betty Ruth Rosen from Karen Nerfi
Mollie Rosenbaum from Helaine Mund
May Rosenberg from Arlene Grodsky
Paul Rosenman from Arnold Wasserman
Harry Rosman from Richard Blender
Joseph Rubin from Lila Rubin
Jonathan Eric Rudin from Leonard Rudin
Leo Rudin from Leonard Rudin
Evelyn Saffer from Lisa Baranker
Philip Sampson from Marjorie Nysnick
Seymour Schenkel from James Schenkel
Helen Rudin Seligman from Leonard Rudin
Beatrice Shapiro (Basha Gitl bat Moshe) from Deborah and
Oliver Shapiro
Louis Shapiro from Paul Shapiro
Mona Sherman from Arthur Sherman
Benjamin Sideman from Cantor Joel Caplan
Irene T. Sideman from Cantor Joel Caplan
Anna Sitkin from Steve Chiaet
Frances Sklar from Alan and Diane Sklar
Seymour Sperling from Jeffrey and Deborah Orens
Ruth Stein from Jill Stein
Esther Stern from Merrill Stern
Pauline Sternbach from Helaine Mund
Dave Stiglitz from Sheila Nathanson
Sophie Stiglitz from Sheila Nathanson
Anna Sturman from Rabbi Clifford and Dr. Deborah Miller
David Sturman from Rabbi Clifford and Dr. Deborah Miller
Yetta Tarnofsky from Lori Bernheim
Sam Uchill from Rabbi Clifford and Dr. Deborah Miller
Alfred Wasserman from Joyce Wasserman
Gertrude Wasserman from Arnold Wasserman
Harold Weinberger from Marcia Mickley
Rae Weinberger from Donald Weinberger
Anna Weisman from Leesa Barenboim
John Wolfe from Edna and Charles Stone
Abraham Yeager from Joan Block
Michael Young from Roberta Ferrara
Jerome J. Zeller from Harvey R. Zeller
Sarah Zeller from Lori and Michael Etkin
Philip David Zimmerman from Theodore Zimmerman

New Jersey Jewish Singles 45+
“WHERE FRIENDSHIPS BEGIN”

Food, Fun, & Mingle
Group Version of Trivia with Prizes

Save the Date: Sunday, Jan. 19, 2:30 pm at CAI
Admission $10. RSVP required

For information and RSVP, contact Sue Grossbard at
singles@agudath.org or 973-226-3600, ext. 145.

Congregation Agudath Israel | 20 Academy Rd.,
Caldwell, NJ 07006 | 973-226-3600 | www.agudath.org

Yesterday.  Today.  Tomorrow.

Herbert Ross  Karen Ross Kerstein  Our future is coming
Founder  Manager

At Menorah Chapels, we’ve been serving the Jewish community for over forty years... and we will continue to serve with honesty, integrity and dignity for many years to come. We are the only strictly Jewish funeral home in Union County that maintains its own building and are not affiliated with any other funeral home.

We were here for you yesterday... we are here for you today, and we will be here for you tomorrow.

Menorah Chapels at Millburn
2950 Vauxhall Road, Union, NJ 07088  908-964-1500

Karen Ross Kerstein, Manager, NJ Lic. No. JP03663
Rudolph H. Kindel, President, NJ Lic. No. JP03158

www.menorahchapelsatmillburn.com
MAZEL TOV TO:

Margie Rozman on the birth of her granddaughter, Lola Olivia Nigra
Maya and Murray Bloom on the birth of their grandson
Sue and Donald Weinberger on the birth of their granddaughter, Hallel Chana

Adina and Dan Podell on the birth of their granddaughter, Antonina Li’el Rodnyansky
Stacey and Morris Lewis on the marriage of their son, Joshua, to Elaine Feinstein
Joyce Musnikow Harris on the marriage of her son, Jonathan, to Casey Silverman

SINCERE CONDOLENCES TO THE FAMILIES OF:

Nathan “Nat” Taubenfeld, husband of Beatrice Taubenfeld, brother of Isaac Taubenfeld, brother-in-law of Lois Gebeloff, uncle of Amy Burke and Judith Gould, and great-uncle of Emma Burke
Murray Rosen, father of Dr. Allen Rosen
Hilda Manello, grandmother of Alexis Gruber, and great-grandmother of Sophie and Marley Fischer

Fulton Sandler, father of Dr. Stephen Sandler
Ronen Eliezer Labovitz, grandson of Susan and Steven Eisen, son of Cantor Hinda and Bob Labovitz, brother of Judah and Devorah Labovitz, and nephew of Avi and Sara Eisen
Robert Bluh, brother of Alison Frost, and uncle of Maxx and Carlye
Frances Youderian, mother of John Youderian

**Do you know someone experiencing memory loss?**

The Littman Memory Center provides a stimulating and supportive environment for adults with mild-moderate cognitive impairment. Our day program is uniquely designed to enhance the mental, physical and social well being of all participants*.

*An intake meeting is required for all new participants.

**Mondays, Tuesdays and Thursdays | 9:30am - 3:30pm**

To learn more contact Bonnie Schechter, Director bschechter@jccmetrowest.org or 973.530.3491.

jccmetrowest.org/memory-center

**Elegant Invitations by Karen**

By Appointment
Karen Engel
973.632.6533 or karensacengel14@gmail.com

Weddings - Bar and Bat Mitzvahs
Jewish New Year Cards
Birth Announcements
Business and Personal Stationery
Exquisite Hand or Computer Calligraphy
Place Cards - Programs - Menus
Parties - Noshkins - Guest Towels
The **Jewish Memorial Chapel** provides funerals at low prices that only a not-for-profit organization can offer.

When we help you pre-plan your funeral you’ll see the value of doing business with us. The **Jewish Memorial Chapel** upholds the highest standards of Jewish law pertaining to funerals. We are a **Shomer Shabbos** facility and have a state-of-the-art chapel in Clifton that is near local cemeteries.

The **Jewish Memorial Chapel** also makes other state and world-wide funeral arrangements. We are owned and managed by synagogues and Jewish organizations in the area.

Please contact our experienced directors at 973-779-3048 for more information. They will answer all your questions and never pressure you into making uncomfortable decisions. Be sure to ask for our FREE color brochure.

---

**841 Allwood Road**
Clifton, NJ 07012
973-779-3048 • Fax 973-779-3191
www.JewishMemorialChapel.org

Vincent Marazo, Manager
NJ License No. 3424

---

**• COMMUNITY OWNED AND OPERATED SINCE 1921 • NON–PROFIT •**

The Jewish Memorial Chapel wishes you and your family a happy and healthy new year.
With 20 years of experience, Dr. Magid is a graduate of the prestigious University of Pennsylvania College of Dental Medicine and completed a dental residency at Columbia University College of Dental Medicine.
Sponsored by:
CAI Men’s Club

Sunday, January 05, 2020
9:00 am - 1:00 pm

Meeting Room
20 Academy Road
Caldwell, NJ 07006

Appointments are preferred, but walk-ins are welcome.

You may make an appointment using the link below:
https://donor.csbblood.org/donor/schedules/drive_schedule/49338

All Donors will receive the following free health screenings: Cholesterol, Blood Pressure, Temp, Iron, Pulse & Blood Type

Donor Guidelines:
* Weigh at least 110 lbs.
* Eat a meal before donation
* Bring ID
* Drink plenty of water before and after donation

Ann
BLOOD RECIPIENT:

"I wish I could tell my donor how grateful I am for your selfless act. You may have wondered what became of your donation well, it saved my life."

For more information or to schedule a donation, call 201.251.3703 or visit us at vitalant.org
Find us @vitalant
We carry THE BEST in fashion eyewear!

OLIVER PEOPLES  TOM FORD  GUCCI
LAFONT  RAY-BAN
ALAIN MIKLI  MAUI JIM
SILHOUETTE  AND MANY MORE

MENTION THIS AD to receive
15% OFF Any Purchase +
10% BACK to CAI!

796 Northfield Avenue, West Orange
(Corner of Old Short Hills Road)
973-736-7647 | www.BZopticians.com

Ofer Steinberg, Owner, Optician
Atlantic, Tomorrow’s Office proudly supports Congregation Agudath Israel and their work in promoting Jewish values through religious, social, and cultural mentoring.

Joel Sherman | Senior Vice President, Business Development
jsherman@tomorrowsoffice.com | 973-865-0050

A Managed Services Provider

Office Copiers/MFPS | Managing Print | Managing IT | Managing Documents | Managing Security

Office Provider of Imaging Technologies to Congregation Agudath Israel

You Manage Your Business. We’ll Manage Your Technology.